Design 7151 • Tube Scarf and Beanie
Scarf: unstretched about 125cm in circum- METHOD, Scarf
Cast on 301 sts, join to a round and purl all
ference and about 49 cm long.
sts on 1st round. Then cont in Basic Patt.
Beanie: to fit about 50-54cm head.
When work measures about 49cm (= 147
Materials: Schachenmayr/SMC Bravo, rows), after a 2nd row Basic Patt, cast off
350g for the scarf and 100g for the hat, all sts purlways.
each in #08295 medium grey heather.
For the scarf: 1 long 3-4mm circular METHOD, Beanie
With the double-pointed needles cast on
needle.
For the hat: five 3-4mm double-pointed 104 sts evenly across (= 26 sts on each
needle), join to a round and work 5cm
needles.
(= 15 rounds) Rib Patt.
Cont in Basic Patt; on 1st round make
Basic pattern: no of sts mult of 7.
Rounds 1-2: knit.
1 knitways tbl after every 4th st 5 times,
Rounds 3-6: HK1, P2, K2, P2, rep from H. then alt after every 3rd and 4th st 24 times
Rep rows 1-6 throughout for patt.
= 133 sts.
When work measures about 22cm (= 66
Rib pattern: alt K1, P1.
rounds) from cuff, after a 6th round Basic
Patt, cont in st-st and start to dec as foll:
Stocking stitch: in rounds knit all sts.
on foll round work alt K2 and K2 tog, end
with K1 = 100 sts. On foll round K1, then
Tension: in Basic Patt 24 sts and 30 HK2 tog, K2, rep from H, end with K2 tog,
rounds, each to 10cm.
K1 = 75 sts.

On 2 foll rounds work alt K1 and K2 tog;
end 2nd round with K2 = 34 sts. On foll 2
rounds work K2 tog throughout, end 2nd
round with K1 = 9 sts. Cut thread, bring
through the 9 sts 2 times, pull up firmly
and darn away.

Tip: The hat can also be worked on a
40cm circular needle after the cuff, and
continue on the double-pointed needles
before decreasing..
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Double cast-on method
Work with the double yarn
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Work the cast-on with a single and a double yarn. The double yarn must be at least
twice as long as the desired length of the
foundation edge.
Bring the single yarn (from the ball) over
your index finger, the double yarn from the
outside in over the thumb of your left hand
and hold down lightly with the remaining
fingers.
Make an initial loop. For the 1st st. bring
the double yarn from the outside to the
inside over your thumb, bring the needle
around the outer (front) double thread and
bring the single yarn through (see dia. A).
Pull the st. up.
For the 2nd st. bring the double yarn from
the inside to the outside over your thumb,
bring the needle around the inner thread
and bring the single yarn through (see dia.
B). Pull st. up.

For the 1st st. bring the double yarn from
the outside to the inside over your thumb
and bring the yarn through.

For the 2nd st. bring the double yarn from
the inside to the outside over your thumb
and bring the yarn through.

C
Work alt sts. 1 and 2 until you have the
number of sts. required. Now P 1 more
WS row, then cont in basic patt.
Tip: If you cast on very firmly, use 2 needles as shown in the photo; if you work
very loosely, use just one needle.
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The completed cast-on row.

